
The Einhell angle grinder TC-AG 850 EX CEE has 850 W power and an idle speed of 11,000 rpm for tackling challenging cutting, grinding and

roughing jobs effortlessly. The low weight of 1.87 kg makes it easy to work with, with minimum physical strain. Operation in places which are difficult to

access is possible as well thanks to the robust and flat metal gear head. The wheel guard provides protection while performing grinding and cutting

work. For safety there is a restart safeguard and a safety switch. The spindle lock enables the grinding wheel to be changed quickly. For flexibility the

additional handle can be fitted in two positions. A face spanner is also included in the scope of delivery. Cutting wheels are available separately.

TC-AG 850; EX; CEE

Angle Grinder
Item No.: 4430710

Ident No.: 11016

Bar Code: 4006825615692

Features
Disk guard for safe working-

Spindle lock for easy disk change-

Sturdy and flat metal gear head-

Additional handle can be fitted in 2 positions-

Restart protection and safety switch to make it safer to use-

Incl. face spanner-

Cutting wheel not included-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 850 W

- Idle speed 11000 min^-1

- Disc diameter 125 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 1.87 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 2.36 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 320 x 126 x 130 mm

- Pieces per export carton 6 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 18.8 kg

- Dimensions export carton 405 x 340 x 280 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 4300 | 8600 | 10100
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Available as special accessories

Trennsch. S. TC-AG 850; EX;CEE
Angle Grinder Accessory
Item No.: 4450041
Bar Code: 4006825619553
No Name
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